Abstract : We present new iterative methods for solving the Sylvester equation belonging to the class of SOR-like methods, based on the SOR (Successive Over-Relaxation) method for solving linear systems. We discuss convergence characteristics of the methods. Numerical experimentation results are included, illustrating the theoretical results and some other noteworthy properties of the Methods.
Introduction
The Sylvester equation (AX XB D C ) has many applications, for example in control theory and when solving partial differential equations numerically (see e.g. [3, pp. 245-246] , [8, 9] ). Two direct methods, the Bartels-Stewart algorithm ( [1] ) and the Hessenberg-Schur algorithm ( [4] ), are widely known and used (the former is implemented within Matlab and Octave).
Solving a large-scale Sylvester equation begets an iterative approach. The simplest, though not necessarily the best, approach is to convert the Sylvester equation to a linear system (see Theorem 1.5) and then solve it using an iterative method for linear systems. Another way is to use Krylov-subspace methods, which are available in the literature (see [5] ). In [9] Starke and Niethammer proposed another routine: the Successive Over-Relaxation method for solving linear systems applied to the Sylvester equation. This however results in a block-iterative method not iterative one, as it requires solving a number of linear systems per iteration. The purpose of this paper is to present the SOR-like methods and highlights some of their known properties. In Section 2 we give the SOR-like method as proposed by Woźnicki in [10] , and propose two similar methods based upon it. All three are stationary iterative methods for solving AX XB D C . In Section 3 we form two sufficient conditions under which one of those methods will converge. Section 4 contains some computed examples. In Section 5 we summarize the results.
m n be given matrices, and X 2 R m n be an unknown matrix.
The Sylvester equation then is the equation of the form
For the problem (1) to have a unique solution matrices A and B must have no common eigenvalues (see [3, p. 247] ).
The Sylvester equation appears in the block diagonalization of a block triangular matrix. The following theorem by Roth (see [7] ) shows that connection. Roth, 1952, [7] ). Let A, B, C 2 K r r . The necessary and sufficient condition that the equation AX XB D C has a solution X 2 K r r , is that the matrices " A C 0 B
# and The Kronecker product is important in research on the Sylvester equation; it can be used to transform equation (1) into a linear system of equations (theorem 1.5). Theorem 1.5 one can find in [6] . Derivation of formulas of the methods for solving the Sylvester equation that are described in Section 2, is based on the derivation of the formula of the SOR (Successive Over-Relaxation) method for linear systems (for ! D 1 that is the Gauss-Seidel method). Matrix A is cut into parts A D D L U , where L and U are lower and upper triangular, with zeros on the main diagonals, respectively, and D is nonsingular diagonal:
Then it is
where fx .t/ g is a sequence of approximations of the solution.
SOR-like iterative methods for solving the equation
The original SOR-like method was devised by Prof. Zbigniew Woźnicki (see [10] ), and is based upon the SOR method for solving linear systems, with the matrix A being split in the same way. The derivation of the formula is similar, too, and is performed in the following way:
We obtain the iterative formula:
Algorithm 2.1.
The most characteristic idea in this method is the usage of the double index .t 1; t /. This form makes the method impossible to implement using the matrix product: the entries of the matrix X are computed column-wise, one after another. X .t 1;t / means that we take the entries of the latest approximation X .t/ if they are already computed in the t-th iteration, and entries of the previous approximation X .t 1/ for all the rest of the entries. This is the approach which led to the development of the Gauss-Seidel (and SOR) method for linear systems. The absence of the matrixformed formula of the SOR-like method makes this method difficult to analyze. To avoid such difficulties, we can modify the method's formula by replacing the double index .t 1; t / with the simple .t 1/:
We obtain a method that is almost the same as the SOR method derived for the Sylvester equation in the way it is derived for linear systems. On the other hand, if there already is the double index in the formula, it can be used in all occurrences of the matrix X , hoping that it will improve the convergence:
We name the method without the double index "lSOR-like" ("l" for "little"), and the last one "bSOR-like" ("b" for "big").
Convergence of the methods
For the lSOR-like method we give two sufficient conditions under which it converges. Spectral matrix norm is denoted as k k.
then lSOR-like converges. 3. For ! D 1 the conditions above are equivalent.
Proof. 1. By transforming the third assumption in (11
If so, then there exists real
From the first assumption in (11) (! 1), we have:
From the properties of a norm, and from the second assumption in (11), we
Multiplying both sides of (14) by E .t 1/ , where
From the properties of a norm we obtain:
This means that the sequence of the error norms is monotonically decreasing, and the transformation (5) is a contraction. The solution X of the initial problem AX XB D C is a fixed point of that transformation, so the lSOR-like method is convergent to that solution.
2.
Similarly to the proof of (11), by transforming the third assumption in (12): .
From the first assumption in (12) (0 < ! Ä 1), we have 1 ! D j1 !j, so we can write j1
That leads to (13) and then to (14), so from this point, the proof of (12) is the same as the proof of (11).
3.
To prove the equivalence of (11) and (12) for ! D 1 it suffices to show that G C H 2 D M C N which is valid as can be readily checked. This ends the proof. 
then lSOR-like converges. 
and the properties of a norm, we obtain: 
Numerical tests
We present two numerical tests. In both we compare the four methods: classic SOR for linear system (2) and the SORlike methods, that is SOR-like, bSOR-like and lSOR-like. Convergence of all these methods depends on the value of a parameter !. In solving the Sylvester equation with any of the SOR-like methods, we also use the property from Remark 1.6, i.e. we test a method for a number of problems of the form .A ˛I m /X X.B ˛I n / D C for multiple values of the parameter˛(as mentioned in Remark 1.6, the parameter˛has no influence on the corresponding linear system (2), so it is not used in testing the classic SOR). The stopping condition is X /, which shows how fast a method converged if it reached the t MAX limit. X is the value computed using the Matlab function lyap. The SOR-like methods were tested for multiple˛and ! values. On Figures 1, 2, 3 , 5, 6, 7 we plotted the pairs .˛; !/ for which the methods converge. We call the set of such .˛; !/ pairs the region of convergence. More precise data for a chosen value of˛is shown in the tables. Empty cells in those tables mean that a method did not converge for the particular pair of parameters .˛; !/. We present no results for ! < 0 as for that values all the methods diverge. Tests were run using Matlab 7.11.0.584 (R2010b) on a 64-bit Linux system.
Example 1
The first example comes from discretization of the Poisson equation u D 2 sin.y/.x sin.x/ cos.x//, u jıU D 0, U D OE0; OE0; 2 . A 2 R 12 12 and B 2 R 25 25 are tridiagonal matrices of the form:
A D 
Example 2
Conclusions and open problems
The examples given show that, in general, for SOR-like methods it need not to be ! 2 .0I 2/, as it is for the original SOR. Moreover, we see that the matrices A and B and parameters˛and ! for those methods are connected in some way: the methods converged when˛< max i D1;:::;n A i;i .D A 1;1 in those cases/ and ! 2 .0; ! max .˛//. One can also observe that the best found ! opt was relatively close to the boundary ! max .˛/, unlike for the SOR method. As the region of convergence of the SOR-like is generally bigger than for SOR, finding a way to obtain the values ! opt .˛/ -the optimal value -and ! max .˛/ -the greatest ! for which a method converges for a given˛-seem the most important in studying the properties of the SOR-like methods. However, it can be supposed that in many cases it would be enough to take˛close to max i D1;:::;n A i;i and ! close to 0, to make a method converge.
A further issue is to give other sufficient conditions and some necessary conditions on the convergence of the lSOR-like method. The conditions in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are not contradicting (there are matrices A, B, C and parameters ! for which they are satisfied). Among the values of parameters tested in subsection 4.1 the were some satisfying the conditions set of Theorem 3.2, but they were only a part of those for which the lSOR-like method did converge. This shows that the conditions in the theorems are far from being necessary. However, for the lSOR-like and bSOR-like methods there are no conditions on convergence at all. This is due to the use of the double index .t 1; t / -finding a way to implement the methods without the double index could enable giving similar conditions and make programmes using those methods work faster (depending on the matrix multiplication implementation) and make it easier to study the methods.
